Wealth Building Strategies in Energy, Metals and Other Markets

Description:
How to find diverse investment opportunities in the emergent global economy

This just-in-time book will help any investor find safe havens that will turn the economic downturn into a unique wealth-building experience. As long as stocks continue to post new highs and surprising lows, investors will need dynamic strategies to make a profit. Wealth Building Strategies in Energy, Metals, and Other Markets explains that money management and long-term trend identification are the keys to investing success. This groundbreaking book includes a proprietary investing system that targets the widest possible array of global indexes with low correlations.
- Examines what's next for the housing and energy markets
- Breaks down major topics such as banking, credit, inflation and deflation, and the mortgage bubble, and shows investors what to expect
- Offers a key to turning finances around and a path for continued successful investing

The author–host of the popular Goldseek Radio show–includes frequently asked questions and offers expert investing advice.
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